
Amazing Aussie inventions crossword

Solve the clues on page 2 about some amazing 
Australian inventions, then write the answer in 
the correct space to solve the crossword.

Across

1.  In 1996, a team of scientists invented an 
anti-flu medication called .

3.  Mechanical  were 
invented in 1877. 

5.  Professor Graeme Clark invented this 
type of ear.  

6.  Wi-  was invented by a 
team at the CSIRO.

9.  In 1960, the Scientific Optical 
Laboratories invented spectacles made 
from .

11.  The  drill was invented by 
Arthur James Arnot in 1889. 

12.  The black  flight recorder 
is actually orange. 

13.  This lifesaving medical equipment was 
invented in 1928. 

17.  The dual flush , invented 
by Bruce Thompson in 1980, is found in 
most Australian homes. 

20.  Dr David Solomon, from the CSIRO, 
invented the polymer  in 
1988. 

21.  In 1961, this type of scanner was invented 
by David Robinson and George Kossoff. 

Down

1.  This item keeps our food cold and was 
originally invented by James Harrison in 
1856.

2.  This popular sun protection cream 
was created by the Fauldings 
pharmaceutical company.

4.  Jack Grant of QANTAS developed this 
type of escape slide.  

5.  Stainless steel  for teeth 
were invented in 1956. 

7.  The Hills  clothesline is an 
iconic Australian invention from 1945. 

8.  This was invented by J.A. Birchall in 
1902 and is handy when you need to 
write something down. 

10.  The  engine was invented 
by the HyShot team in 2002. 

14.  The super  is a huge sponge 
and was invented by Gordon Withnall to 
soak up water at sporting grounds.

15.  This type of hot water system was 
invented by the CSIRO. 

16.  If you have lots of electrical items 
to plug in, you might need a power 

 (invented in 1972).

18.  Stephen Newman invented the  
multi-focal contact  in 1992. 

19.  Dr Fiona Wood (from Royal Perth 
Hospital) invented spray-on 

 in 1992. 
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